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CHAPTER-",I 

INTRODUCTION

' The teaehing of music to a child between the age? of 
eight and fourteen is generally regarded as•a challenging 
prohlem by reason of the'inherent tendency of a child in 
that age group to lose interest in his work0 Nevertheless9 

such reaction on the part of the child can be counteracted 
by a proper .■understanding and development of a work-play 
conversion by the teacher0 As there are no clearly, defined 
pedagogical methods applicable to this problem in existence 
today and as it is becoming of increasing interest to 
teachers5 it is the writer’s opinion that further analysis 
of this problem and suggestions for its solution will be 
highly benef icial to both -teacher and pupil0

Children of these ages generally resist practicing; 
they regard the study of music as drudgery<, They do not 
practice for the enjoyment they may derive from it, but 
they dawdle, especially when practicing by themselves0 

They consider practicing laborious since they do not like 
the repetition of the sections, phrases, and measures0 

However 5 such repetition associated with the process of 
learning to play is hecessary in order to acquire the 
needed manual skill, and the child must be,led to
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appreciate that facto
Without proper .stiiralation5,. the task of acquiring

manual skill is diffioulto This attitude of resistance to
practice presents to the teacher the problem of making 
practicing interesting5, a problem that will not be met un
til a proper attitude is established^ If is the writer’s
opinion that this resistance can be overcome by a work-
play conversiong for in making children feel that their 
work"of practicing is pleasurables we have an ideal situa
tion in which children learn well,

Recreation and play activities engaged in for enjoy
ment given rather than for results obtained are their own 
rewardp If this same psychology :can be applied to the 
repetition of musical sectionsP phrasess and measures—  
which is called piano practice— the work-play conversion 
technique has become operativeo

One of the complicating factors within this problem 
of making a work-play conversion is the fact that the 
child comes to the teacher from any one of several back
grounds , For the purpose of analysiss these backgrounds 
may be divided into four groups,

Oroup lo There are those chi M r  en who have been ex
posed to the ’’group58 method such as the Robyn and the 
Diller-Q,uaille o As the Robyn and similar methods such as 
the Biller-Quaille are the only pedagogical ones used and



taught in schools s the Kobyn method will "be described
fully» : \ • . .. :

The nature of a ehiIds the action and feac~ 
tioh of his imagination9 its important function 
in the life of the child in conjunction with the 
physical conditions and limitations of childhood 
must all be taken into account in the creation of 
exercises for preparatory technical trainingo"!

iround each exercise in Technic Tales, Book I is woven an 
imaginative story, inbuing the exercise with active per
sonalities and actionso For example, Exercise 1  is called 
^Aeroplane 6 ■ A picture at the top of the page shows lit= 
tie children looking up at an aeroplane« The child’s hand 
represents the aeroplane itself0 The child’s third finger, 
in attack and release of the key, with attention given to 
proper relaxed condition of the wrist on rest values, is 
the ’’nose” of the aeroplane* As the third finger attacks 
the key, the aeroplane makes a nose^dive. The suggestion, 
”We mustn’t break the nose of our aeroplane,” results in 
the outward curve of the knuckle of the finger0 This is 
what we want to establish * The directive, ’’Now our aero
plane has loaded its passengers and flies up,” produces 
the necessary relaxation of the wrist, or ’’knieks?’ as it 
is known to the child*

With each exercise there is a duet to be played by

To Robyn, loulse» .Technic Tales for the Ohlld~at the 
. Piano, FOreword0 •
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the child and the teachero Throughout the course of study 
Dalcroze Eurythmtcs are taught simultaneously0 The chil= 
dren clap their pieces.;, they keep time with their feet g and 
they sing the words that are given for each piece o

lust as Exercise 1 is suggestive of its titles "Aero- 
p l a n e s o  also is Exercise 2 which is called "Flying 
Birds Reach Their Nesto" The title of each succeeding 
piece not only interests the young child,, 'but stimulates 
his imagination0 •

Technic Tales, Book I is used in conjunction with 
Keyboard Tpwno The pre°sohool child is taught actually to 
read his notes from the music'page and to play them flu= . 
ently on the keyboard within a very short period0

Mention should also be made of the way these little 
children are taught to memorize0 Each piece has the com
ponent phrases marked with;a little each one of which
represents a "station■ Each station is given the name of 
a toyV a friends a town, whichever the child may choose; 
or the last station may be numbered 1 „ the next to the 
last phrase is marked as station 2 9 the station before 
that is number and so on0 The child memorizes the
last station, number ls first; then the next station, the 
preceding phrase, and so on until he reaches the first 
phrase of the piece* : . • . d . ;

Group 2 includes those children who have been taught.
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by the old-fashioned hand=slapping teacher9 a type who 
■teaches just to be earning a livelihood and who has no par
ticular interest either in the subject or in the child»
She gives formal directions which must be fully carried 
out, consequently the child is hot allowed to play "by ear" 
at alio

Group 3  o The children of this group have had a good 
musical background but have had no formal education in 
musico These are children whose mothers have sung to them 
from earliest infancy, whose parents appreciate good music 
even though they may not know how to play any particular 
instrumento Music is an important part of the home life; 
perhaps professionals and celebrities have been entertained 
in this home; the children are taken to children is symphony 
concerts and encouraged to listen to good music on the 
.radio and on the phonographo Such an environment is a 
musical environment 0 .

Group Vo Lastly, there is the group made up of those 
children who have had no lessons of any type and no musi
cal environmento These children have not been encouraged 
to listen to good music; probably the only music they have 
heard is the type considered "poor" by the educated musi
cian <, - ' ’ •

Besides the variety of background, a further compli
cating factor to consider is that each student presents a



/personality all his ovm0 ’ Some are superior s others are 
^hachward”| some are self-reliant and self-confident, , _ 
others are "afraid of themselves5* and have no self= 
eonfidenee; some have musieal talents others may possess 
none whatsoevero

• .. Summary •
. The various backgrounds, and personalities of the chil

dren between the ages of eight and fourteen who come to the 
private teacher have been briefly discussed and grouped» 

First„ the ^learned” variations include children who 
:have had training of some sorts whether it be of the 
methods type (Bobyn or Diller-Quaille) or just the usual 
lessons given by the routine teacher0 ■ ' ,

Second9 ^innate88 variations include children who have 
had a good musical environment but who have had no formal 
musical trainingo The term 88innate variationsts is also 
applicable to children of various personalities o

The solution to the problem of making a work-play , 
eonversion in the study of music for all types of children, 
therefores must be sought through a method combining the 
psychological and musical.techniqueso The psychological 
factor is involved in this situation because we are con
cerned primarily with the mental and spiritual development 
of the child, with the motivation behind the child6 s will $> 
the willingness.or unwillingness to learn 0 We are
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eone erned also with his secondary drives 3 with his so
cial incentives to please others 'with his desire for 
pleasurable s elf “act ivity <,

In the writer's opinion9 the work-play conversion 
technique will be fonnd satisfactofy. It offers a psycho
logical approach to the problem and a flexible treatment 
that can be adjusted to the students t various musical back 
grounds as well as to their individual personalities o

Individuals differ greatly in their.response to music 
Music that evokes tears or laughter from one individual 
may fail to "touch" the deeper sensibilities or emotions 
of a more stolid person«, Therefore s the person who is 
sensitive to music becomes susceptible to one type of psy
chological reaction9 whereas a more insensitive person 
acquires a very different one0 Music has the power to 
transport the child;beyond his physical being into another 
realm. In this realm he becomes amenable to psychological 
suggestions through his coMplete sensitivity.

It is the writer's aim to demonstrate that the pri
vate music teacher of the child between the ages’ of eight 
and adolescence can solve the problems stated by the 
: skillful application of psychology in a work-play conver
sion. ; • ■  ̂ . ; : V • : / /;



AN ANALYSIS CEP VARIOUS TYPES OF PUPIL BACKGROUM)

• There are-numerous factors involved in a work==piay 
conversion, Pnnaamentally, however, these resolve them- 
selves into the f ollowing categories % the background of 
the child, and the child's individnal personality, In this 
chapter we shall discuss the studentsr various backgrounds0 

In Group 1  as described in the Introduction there is 
the child who, through a group method (Robyn;or Biller- 
%uaille) has had a work-play conversion in his course of 
study. For example, ih playing a duet with each exercise, 
the child hears an accompaniment to what he is playing and 
acquires the beginnings of ear training, Playing with 
someone, else exercises a very strong attraction for the 
young beginnero Duet playing develops a strict observance 
of rhythm, quick thinking, a feeling for correct time, and 
a love for the studies in which he is rhythmically taking 
part," It overcomes the dislike of practicing by himself, 
The child taking this eourse ®lives?J his music, since it 
has been brought within the range of his own experience, 
Here we have a work=play conversion, The child is playing 
while developing technique and expression; the principles 
of technique are embodied in a form understood by child:
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mentality; iRtereTst is aroused "by the story element; mem- 
orization is facilitated for in learning each ŝtation** as 
a separate unitj, in ease he forgets any part of a phrase 
he can easily go right on to the next station<?

It is debatable whether such a method of memorizing 
can he of musical value to the older child0 The growth 
of material'profides a sequence of form that should he 
understood and learned hy memorizing ^frontwards" rather 
than "backwardso"

The child classified under Group 2 has been taught by 
the old-fashionedg routine teacher whose primary interest 
is not the teaching of the child but of the music itself9 

without consideration for the -child's reaction = The first 
lesson of this school of thought is vividly described by 

"Satis Qoleman in her book Creative Music for Children.
I vividly remember the day I was to have my 

first: music lesson 5, my eager anticipation and. 
thrills of joy to think I was going to learn to 
play the pianoI Boon I would understand that 
mysterious array of black and white keys, and be 
able to manipulate them in a "really truly" 
tune I At last the hour came and I sat on the 
piano stool and the teacher sat beside me= Then 
she opened a book and put it in front of me.
The page did not read: "Put your finger on this 
key and play Yankee Doodleas 1 half expecteds 
but insteadj there was a picture,like a fences 
with many black spots on it0 She said it was a \ 
staffs and began telling me various things about 
it. My interest in this staff, was only momentary 
and then I went back to the thing I had come for.
"I want to learn to play9" I ventured. . "All 
right9 my dear5 this is the way to learn;to play, 
you must first learn to read these notes9 and 
then you can play them on the piano." Then
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followed explanations and drill on the letter 
nameso “When the note is in this place2 you must 
strike this keys 58 and hy going through, a most in
tricate mental process9 the teacher allowed me to 
strike an occasional key.

But where was the tune? And what did the 
lines and spots in the book -haye to do with music 
anyway? I wanted to play the piano, not study 
queer marks in a hooko My fingers ached to make 
a tune that sounded ^pretty/' or to play some of 
the little songs I already knew how to sing; hut 
she would neither. show me how nor let me try.
The disappointment was hitter= But my longing 
to play was so great that I was willing to pay 
any price; so I accepted the terms—-hard though 
they were— and.finally learned the notes„ I 
remember being greatly discouraged and nervous 
over the complicated feat of trying to hold my 
hands in the right position, decipher: the 
note’s place on the staff, figure out its time 
value and Strike the right key, all at the same 
time;' and when it. came to managing two hands, 
and puzzling over two staffs at the"same time, 
it was indeed a trialf -My only incentive and 
oOmfort lay in the hope that, finally, music 
would come out of all this mental strain and ner
vous tension, ' d ; ' '

After a time I found great pleasure in pick
ing out tunes by ear and harmonizing them to suit 
my own fancy, but that was soon prohibited. My 
teacher gave directions that I was not to be al
lowed to ”play by ear" at all, as it would ruin 
my note playing, and her instructions were car
ried 'outo I felt the deprivation very keenly,
- but it chanced that after the first year, my 
.lessons were discontinued for a few years and I 
was free to do as;1 liked at the piano. So I 
played by ear and- improvised to my heart ’s con
tent; read notes, too, and grew, all unaided, 
in musical feeling and understanding, ,,,,

Many children, enthusiastic at first, lose 
their ardor in the dreary process of learning 
to read notes, and give it up before they ever 
taste the joys of real musical expression.
Many other, more persevering, settle down to 
cold mechanical playing'because the natural
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r feeling cannot "break through the wall of con
scious technicalities which, their training 

: involves,̂  \ - V \
The foregoing quotation is an excellent description 

of the improper methods of an untrained teacher and the 
results thereof0 For this groupg we definitely need a 
work-=-play conversion because it is apparent that the teach
er failed to arouse the interest of the pupil in the in
itial stage of. instructions and by such failure assumed the 
risk of thwarting the desire to learn to play the piano of 
one who might otherwise have become an eager pupil. Al
though this unfortunate result did not. occur in the par
ticular case deseribed above 9 it was prevented because the 
pupil persisted in her efforts :to learn to play the piano.* 
notwithstanding the teacher’s inept approach to the prob
lem in the initial stage of instruction, But such a de
sirable outcome can not be expected of the average child, 

Group 3 describes the child who* having had a good 
musical background * comes to the teacher with the desire 
to study. This desire is fostered by. the habit of listen
ing to good music * which develops an inner urge to study0 

As the child grows, his physiological development and 
psychological inclinations become increasingly complex, 
Needs and desires seek self-expression and fulfillment=

1 0 Coleman, Mrs0 Satis, Creative Music for Children, •
A /h-hppo '■  ̂ v



The way in which gratification is achieved is determined 
by .conditioninĝ  which in turn determines habits and atti<= 
tudeSo. Musical environment provided by the parents is a 
salient factor in the conditioning process0 The child un
consciously absorbs what, he ■ hears, not by force but by 
"example, not by coercion bpt by leadership0 His background 
has prevented his acquiring a taste.for bad music in youth* 

Satis Coleman has most aptly saidt ; ■  ̂ -
I regret the passing of the old custom of 

singing babies to sleep, for I think there is 
something very vitally helpful to the musical 
sense in .having simple, and quiet vocal sounds of 
sweet quality penetrate into the child’s, subconscious jnind in the state of sleepo2 - •

Illustrative of what the influence of music, does for the 
child who-hears his mother sing are two experiences re
lated to meg one by Madame Slenore Altman, Professor of. 
Music at the linivarsity of Arizona, and the other by 
Madeline Sehutzbank % private piano teacher of Tucson at 
this time of.writing„ .

Madame Altman speaks of a child who during her - first 
year of life, was in the room constantly when her sister 
was being taught - ear training by their mother» Ho a tten- 
tion was paid to the baby. One day when the mother turned 
to the child and in fun said $ $?Tou sing a perfect fifths 
Margotthe child sang a perfect fifth and also major and



minor thirds, up and down ar scalê -sill InW^spphse; to hor 
mother ̂s reddests.' 'IThat ehlld is now a professional sing=

. : ErSo Sehutzbank speaks of having carried a four-weeks
old dhilS to-the piano. As Mrs . Sehutzbank played -Chopin * s 
JfFuneral Mareh” , the baby cried; as she played on the piano

• the ^Barade -of the Wooden Soldiers s ** the child perked up 
and stopped crying; as the.Brahms "lullaby” was playeds the 
child gazed intently and was perfectly quiet. The emotion" 
Al reaction was obvious. •; _ - - •' . :; :vg

While these are exceptional cases, eyen the average 
healthy child;can be influenced by an'early background af 
good musico These ehildren will dance to the music they '

• hear, 'and: they will sing:with pleasure . Their imaginations 
having been aronsed, they have become sensitive to the 
beauty in good musicSuch ohiidren, taught with psycho
logical insight, may be easily developed into good musi== 
elanso • , -

Group k deals with the child who has had no lessons 
- of any type and no musical background; He;is "barren 
ground.” . This ;type of student has within his make-up no 
incentive to-.studyoir He is' not sens it iveto music. A, 
love for music has not heen: developed. This child may . 
be forced by his parents to study music, It may be that 
his parents consider the ability to play an instrument a
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social asset„ or perhaps the child wishes to learn to play 
because his friends and neighbors playc In either case 9 
it is clear that this background necessitates a work-play 
conversion^

To summarize the foregolhgp the successful teacher 
should give consideration to the following psychological 
backgrounds In order to determine the possibilities of the 
pupil and the most apt approach to his successful develop
ment : ■ : : -

: 1o The child who has been musically stimulated by 
early training in good group' teaching arrives.at the age 
with which we are concerned with an enthusiastic feeling 
for music and all its elements and3 with a proper applica
tion of the work-play conversion, becomes an apt pupil. 
Whether he develops into an artist or cultured amateur3 he 
will be a music lovero

2o The child who has had mere rote training is un
likely to have developed either aptitude for or.interest 
in musico This group definitely needs the work-play ap
proach =, . ' : - '

3.o The child who has lived in an appropriate musical 
and cultural environment, having naturally absorbed a feel
ing and love for music, makes one of the most desirable 
pedagogical subjects, particularly if his inherent inter
est is kept alive by the work-play conversion * .
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T: .. 4 =. .The . child who has had no cultural background and Is
Innately Insensitive to music is generally regarded as poor 
material and quite unlikely to develop, into a musician; but 
if the work-play'conversion plan is applied to this type 
of pupil, it may be possible to develop him into an aver
age musiciano

In the final analysis, work-play conversion would 
hold and develop further the musical interest of Groups 1 
and 3r and would:provide for Groups 2  and 4 the only pos
sible means of creating an interest in music0 •



CH&PflR H I

AS AHALTSIS OF ViEIOUS TYKES GY CHILD PERSONALITIES

The different personalities of ehildren naturally pro
vide different types of material with whieh the teacher is 
required, to work, so we shall now endeavor to analyze the 
various personalities which the teacher must consider in 
formulating her approach to each particular pupil?

First, we have the superior or super-typical child 
whose work is thorough and about whom John Louis Horn in 
his.book5 The iducatipn of Exceptional Children, says:

\ One might have sufficient ability, and that 
characterizes most of us, to inherit that which 
we have received, to carry on, and yet lack the 
ability to carry forward0 The difference be
tween the ability to carry on and that to carry 
forward marks in all likelihood, the line between 
typical and super^typicalc In some small degree, 
at least, all members of the super-typical group, 
given the opportunity, are able to make changes 
for the bettero This they are, as a matter of 
fact, doing from day to day0. If civilization de
pended on the lower eighty per,cent of the popu
lation, it would tend to remain in statu quo0d

The •superior child is- alert, is eager to work, is willing
to devote his time to a subject in which he is interested;
he has the ability to anticipate and to grasp the next

Ia Horn,. John Louiso The Education of Exceptional 'Chll- 
dren, p, 1 1 9 . - .
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step In M s  course of Instruction and therefore learns 
rapidlyc Though he may possess the creative impulseg as 
Horn claims: '

The ereative impulse Itself is not general .
In many of the highly endowed 9 it means the 
possession of; a special talent such as has so 
frequently been seen^in youthful.musicianss 
painters 8 and poets 0r ' ,r
Reducing these general theories to the realm of musics 

•we cite the following specific thought from Mursell-Glenn 
in their work. The Psychology of School Music Teachings

Music is specially important for the child 
of superior general ability* It is very prohahle 
that he possesses the capacities which make music 
a natural and easy expressive outlet for M el It 
is also likely that he has the sort of personality 
- which urgently needs just such outlets 9 and 
greatly benefits by them* libove all, siieh a child 
eaia he educated not only in., but also through 
musics for music makes contacts with, the whole 
range of his cultural life03

Obviouslyg the super-typical child is receptive to musical 
instruction if it is properly presented0 His attitude to
ward study is excellentg he presents no problem, he will 
react well to any intelligent approach by the teacher«
Yet s even this superior type can be harmed by a wrong ap-

Second, the direct opposite of this superior or super- 
typical child is the backward or sub-typical child, Who

20 Horn, lolo -opo cit 0, p0 133 0, ' . f
3o Sfursel 1, . lames ; . and Glenn, ffiabelle0 The -Psychology 
. ' of Schooi Music Teaching s po 21, l ;; .
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is less intelligent and, is less likely to discover the 
easiest ;way of solving a problem. This childs because of 
a low intelligence quotient s is poorly adjusted. Again 
using Horn as an authoritys we quote the following state
ment : i -

Whereas in the. case of the super “typical 
we must endeavor to create situations, ezperi= 
eneeSg and stimuli for the development of that 
creative instinct which changes 9 evolves 9 de=

; velops:8 carries forward 9 we know in the ease of 
the sub-typical that they cannot receive in its 
entiretyj, and at its highest level, that which 
has already been created 0 4

This type of child is representative of the group that is 
the bane of the■teacher ̂s existenceo His general attitude 
tomrd study is negative <, He is apt to present a psycho
logical blank wall of ignorance and indifference, as well 
as a state of mental lassitude toward the most talented and 
sympathetic teacher <, Such a state of mental inertia may 
easily be converted to outright hostility and antagonism . 
toward both subject matter and teaeher— a frame of mind not 
conducive to proper child training0 It must be corrected0 

- Third, we have-the child who is a self-confident in
dividual and who, as a rule, is an extrovert0 He is ener
getic, dynamic, self-sufficient, and always actively en
gaged in an enterprise of his own choosing* He is usually 
bright and happy, and he makes friends easily* This

4o Horn, IoTuT op* citl, p0 142* ' ——  ; '
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eMld’s a-ttitule is such that he reacts easily to sym
pathetic handling on the part of his music teacher0 While 
these are attributes which are sometimes difficult for an 
inexperienced teacher to deal withs they are not to be 
stifled because9 as Hurlock says in her book. Modern Ways 
with Babies:

' Self-confidence is essential to success=
Lack'of it leads to unhappiness9 and failure to . 
achieve as much as one is capable of achievingo 
0 , 0  .Self-confidence comes with recognition of 
one's ability9 and can be increased with praise,, 
ooo 'The more independent of others a child is,.. 
the more self-cohfldence he will have & 5

Such a child has no sense of inferiority. He has poise, 
which makes him feel at home in most situations 0 His atti
tude toward his study of music is such that he can be in
duced to study with little urgings: provided he. is convinced 
by his teacher that diligent application to his work will 
bring beneficial resultso

The fourth group presents another type, the child who 
is shy or afraid of himself, He, in contrast to the self- 
reliant child, must be dealt with in a different manner, 
This type is described by Morgans

The disciplined child does things because he 
is motivated by fear; he is afraid to do anything ••
- unless he has been taught it specifically, and 
makes halting, uncertain ̂ responses on all occasions o6  • ■; f .

HurlockV ElB. ^Modern Ways with Babies, pp0 332-333, 
6 o Morgan, 1 , njhTld Psychology, p 0 2 0 1 , -
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; - : ehiid' laeks the initiative and the energy for objee-
'tlve eonoentrationo He is apt to be moody| he does not 
make friends easily; he has a definite inferiority.complex 
fostered by a constant sense of insecurityo His study 
habits.and general attitude being 'unstable and subject to 
great fluctuations he needs the most tactful handling on 

- the part of the teacher to prevent actual hostility toward 
her and the subject of music»

The above group classifications partially overlap0 

A child is not strictly confined to any one group; many 
fall somewhere in between» However, every child, whether 
a potential Mozart or a stolid dunceg should be encour
aged to the mazimum of his musical abilitieSo

In summarizings the various personalities have been 
placed in the following gfoupss the super-typical % char« 
aeterized by favorable background9 general ability9 proper 
-attitudes 9l receptivity to musical instruct ion; the sub- 
typical, characterized by poor adjustment to environment, 
low intelligence g negative attitude s unreeeptive to musical 
instruction; the extrovert, a dynamic3 self-confident, 
self-sufficient $, active child who responds easily and re
quires little urging; the introvert s who, lacking a sense 
of security,- is unstable and requires a tactful psycho
logical approacho These groups overlap0 Every child, re- 
gar dies s of elas s if i eat ion, should be encouraged to the 
maximum of his musical abilities0



CHAPTER IV

IMATE ABILITY OR NATURAL TALENT

IIRat is innate ability or natural talent? It is the 
presence of a neurological pattern9 inherent at time of 
births which makes one partieularly endowed with the 
ability to absorb with ease a particular field of art or 
crafto To reduce this thought to.the matter under discus
sion and to determine how such symptoms may be recognized, 
we refer to the formula laid down in Schoen1s Psychology 
of Music for the identification thereof:

. ooc inclination to a great deal of singing in 
earliest infancy5 early participation in singe
ing; early correct reproduction and imitation 
of a sung melody; early correct reproduction of 
played melodies in correct intonation and stay
ing on key until the end; early correct singing 
of a second voice; early ability to sustain a 
melody in part singing; early transposition of 
a melody; early ability to reproduce a heard 
melody upon an Instrument; early ability to re
tain and play by memory pieces heard but once 
or seldom; early recognition of intervals or 
melodies; early invention of melodies; early 
improvisation at the piano or any other instru
ment; early recognition of false intonation; 
early diserimination of tonal quality; early 
ability to keep correct time; early imitation of 
complex rhythms; early manif estation: of musical 
preferencesoV

' I p Schoen, Mar0 Psychology of Music7 pPol^ 6 ° 1,57 ° ' '



Similar' indications 6f musieal talent in the child of four 
to sixyears are also acknowledged by Lairignac0 r

These symptoms are readily recognized if the child 
walks up to the piano;,, loves to hear singing9 drums on the 
table or on the window-pane with a rulef or his fingers, 
carrying a clearly-marked rhythm, reproducing the recog
nizable swing of a waltz or a marchy likewise, if he 
easily retains simple airs that he has heard sung and en
joys singing them to himself, especially if he sings them 
in tune and in timeo. If, in addition to the foregoing 
symptoms of talent, he of his own initiative picks out 
these melodies on the pianothough using only one finger, 
there Is almost conclusive evidence of innate ability or 
natural talent, • -

. Much information on this subject has been contributed 
by Mursell-Glenn who summarize the general knowledge on 
this subject as follows:

The most important contribution to this ' 
topic.comes from Germany, and is constituted by 
the extensive questionnaire studies of Haecker 
and Ziehen and of Koch and Mjoen, These two 
pieces of work really belong together,'" as the 
method employed was very largely identical, and 
each dovetails into the other. The investigators 
sent out questionnaires to be filled in, regard
ing whole family groups. Some of the questions - 
used were as follows: At what age was musieal
talent noted? Does the. individual show much: 
desire to hear music? Gan he easily recognize

2, havlgnac, Alberto Musical Education; p, 1$,
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music he has once heard? How excellent is his 
sense of rhythm? Does he hear mistakes easily?
Does he easily sing hack a me-lody he has heard?
Can he readily hold a second part? Can he play 
readily hy ear? Does he compose? - Has he abso= 
lute pitch? What-type of voice has he? .What 
"artistie talents outside music has he? • Returns 
.on these q.uestionnalfes were obtained for over 
4 $0 0 0 " individuals from some hundreds of fam
ilies, so that the results have a very re
spectable factual basis indeedo The authors 
classified the subjects on the basis of the 
questionnaire reports into five subdivisions—  
very musical % musical, neither musical or .un
musical, unmusical,, very unmusical» Omitting 
various fine and small distinctions, the chief \ 
outcomes of. interest to us are the following:

; • (a) If children come from parents one of whom '
is musleal, they.will usually be musical«
(bj Males are more musical than females c The 
authors suggest that this may be true in appear
ance rather than reality, and may arise from 
the superior.activity and better opportunities 
of men and boys, which enable them to make a 
better showingo • (c) If both parents are mus
ical, the children are very likely to be mus- 

, ,ieala (d) If both parents are unmusical, 
there are still more musical than unmusical 

‘ childreno Offspring from two unmusical par
ents is much more frequently musical than is 
Offspring unmusical from two musical parents0 

(e) The authors f ind it'impossible to draw any 
definite conclusions as to the detailed bio
logical mechanism of musical inheritance 0 3
The conclusions which may. be drawn from the foregoing

are: \ :
lor We have no proof whatsoever that musical ability .

is inherited as a def inite trait, but in some eases: it is
inherent at the time of birth* Even if nature does not
.give the child a definite musical endowment, proper

3° MurSell, Jolio and Glenn, M 0 op0 cito, "pp* 14-1$«
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Instruction Will stinmlate iiis musioal education whatever 
his limitations may :hê  "'-.y J

' 2, It remains true, however, that in some instances 
musical ability is quite specialized within family groups.

3o Distinctive musical ability is a manifestation of 
a general high level of all-round ability, and is indica
tive of a high level of artistic and literary appreciation0 

Ife .are inclined to believe that it is this general high 
level, rather than a specific and-specialized musical 
talent, that is inherent and that it may be.accentuated in 
music by environmental influences0

It is apparent that a child with signs and symptoms 
of talent and ability as discussed in this chapter will 
prove an apt pupilo. Only the dullest and poorest of teach
ers can suppress native ability<> This is the reason that 
practically all highly-gifted people consider themselves 
self-taughto



CHAPTER V

THE PSTCHCLOG-lGAL IMPOBTAHCE OF A MUSICAL EDUCATION 
IN TEE: DEVELOPMENT OF CHILDREN

The psycHologieal benefits to be derived by a child 
from thê  study of music 9 whether or not the child develops • 
into an artistj are manifold„ ; It provides an outlet for 
emotions a source of amusement and .entertainment- through
out his entire lifeb It furnishes him with a cultural 
background and the ability to appreciate.the better things 
of lifeo Regardless of talents or aptitudes„ exposure to 
musical instruction deyelopa and enriches the child6 s at
titudes and reactions to his vocationals artistic, and 
aesthetic environment0 MrSo Satis Coleman confirms and 
elaborates this opinion:

Tour child will need music all" his life* - 
From infancy, through all the stages of growth, 
and through the years of maturity and old age, 
he will need the soothing qualities of music 
and its power to relax his tensions1 and quiet 
his nerveso He: will need the music of others, 
but most of all will he need his own musical 
expression„ He will need the ; creative pleasures 
which music-making will bring him, the satis
faction of accomplishment, and the realization \ 
of his power in producing it. He will need the 
gratification of his sense of beauty and the de
velopment of his aesthetic taste which the mak
ing of good music will .cultivate in him.

This health-giving interest he will need 
f or his leisure . time-'-an interest more wholesome 
for him than many other interests which he might



©hoose for using that leisure0 He will need 
. music as a means of getting away, from himself9 
. his problems arid thoughts of: himself $ and:return

ing with a refreshed point of view,, For 3 of all 
V.reactions, none gives a better escape from the 
burdens of the moment without losing contacts 
with humanity' and other pealities0 He will need 
this emotional outlet-=musie as a means to 
voice those feelings which demand expression of 
some kind. For emotions which have no form of 
wholesome expression (either through music or 
otherwise I will either be expressed unwhole- 
somely or else’cause difficulties of some kind 
from repressiono

: He will heed the opportunities for social 
contacts which music-making will bring him, and. 
he will.need the many socializing, effects on his 
personality which will result from his playing 
and singing with others0 He will need not only . this companionship: in making music with othersg 

■ but also the ■self-discipline it requires 0 For 
no group activity possible for children makes 

: greater demarids on self-diseiplirie and the con- : 
trolled use of personal power toward a common 
purpose] and surely"your child will need such 
experienceo He will need the physical coor- 
dination, the rhythmic control, and the freedom 
in moyement which music-making should develop 
in him. He will need the spiritual influence 
which the. love of good music will exert on him] 
and, most of all, he will need the joy with 
Which music will help to fill his life„ -
In the opinion of a modern psychologist the child's

basic needs for freedom and gregariousness are satisfied
by the study of music, just as like needs of primitive
people found expression and satisfaction in music and
dance o In rhythmic movement the latter experienced an
ecstasy, a sense of harmonious unity, and an increased
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power not otherwise attainable o To the Indian, rhythm •fur
nished a concrete expression of his.religion,.his customs, 
his communal life, his art and his philosophy0 In music
and dance he besought the flGreat Father18 for rain and
■ - ...plentiful crops; he propitiated the evil spirits to ward
off terrors= An Indian meeting another Indian could tell
much about that stranger solely by his intricate movements
and. type of dance^ ' '

While a child is playing an instrument and. actually
^blowing off steam, 11 he is using energy in a constructive
way0 For the many reasons stated by Mrs. Coleman, a child
should learn to participate in music, play an instrument,
sing well, and hear good music. He should have knowledge
of music that will enhance his appreciation and enjoyment
of it. Therefore, as Mursell and Glenn said:

A scheme of music education, properly con
ceived, is an organized plan for surrounding the 
child with a musical environment and bringing 
him types of musical experience which he can 
assimilate and enjoy, in which he can live and 
grow, and through which he will develop in his 

. own way towards a richer, fuller, and nobler
love and understanding of the art of music. 2

Mrs. Coleman's chief concern is with the child^ re
action and the methods for the very young. She offers no 
specific treatment or solution of the problems in the eight

-2 .. MurseilF d a n d  Glenn, Z  ̂ 220\'̂ : ■ . v
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to fourteen age group; neither do Mursell and Glenn offer 
ahyV They agree that, regardless of a ehild’s abilities^ 
musical instruction is beneficialo It provides enjoyment 
and advances his general cultureo Also, it has transfer 
value for any vocation he may choose»

To summarize9 music conditions the child to the audi
tory approach necessary for music appreciation* It ap~r 
peals to bis deepest and most basic neuron patterns that 
will weld into a harmonious whole those emotions which may 
eventually color and determine his adult and life-time 
attitudes on religion, philosophy and entire communal life, 
and results to his benefito

Music instruction develops the child’s appreciation 
of his vocational and aesthetic environmentp Properly 
wielded by the teacher, the.musical instrument ceases to 
be mere wood and metal but becomes a medium for the enrich
ment of the child8 s personalityp Because music is so 
peculiarly suitable for this psychological approach to 
children, the importance of a musical education for all 
children beoomes overwhelmingly clear» . Finally, music,
• being a subject of such peculiar sensitivity, conditions 
both the child and the teacher to a state of accord in 
which the correct psychological approach may be used with 
successo It is necessary, therefore, for the teacher to 
contribute her part to the accomplishment of these ends»
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Tills can best be done by arousing the child8s Interest and 
study through the practice of the work-play conversion pro- 
graaio ; . • ■ ' / = r ■



CHAPTER VI

PLAT AS CONTRASTED WITH WORK

Of primary consideration in the matter of work-play 
conversion in the study of music by children is a-distinct 
differentiation in meaning between the two terms "work" 
and 5Splay0®

In work, one puts forth either physical or mental ef
fort which is frequently thought a drudgery and performed 
mainly for its pecuniary rewards« Were a different and 
proper attitude toward it adopted. Work made enjoyable and 
freely engaged In would no longer be considered laborious 
drudgery but play* The possibility of "winning the game,” 
the enjoyment in play for its own sake as distinguished
from desire for other compensation has its own rewardc The
ability to reproduce beautiful music and to enjoy the cul
tural advantages of acquaintance with the masters is in it
self a satisfactiono Quoting. from Norsworthy and Whitley:

The attitude rather than the occupation de
termines whether a person is at play, work, or ■ 
drudgeryo Play means a feeling of freedom, / ~
presence or absence of a conscious purpose, en
joyment of the procedure for Its own sake, a 
varied and rather wide range of activity, adapta
tion to ability and stage of development, im
mediate attention. Work means action directed 
by.one5s self or others, a conscious purpose in
the result to be attained whether or not there " '
is enjoyment of the procedure, a fairly narrow
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range and rariety of aGtivitys possible lack of .i;
• complete adaptation to the individuals, probably

derired attentiono^ . : , •
In our study of a work-play conversions we are con= 

oerned with the child’s needs and special incentives to 
action as the means of stimulating proper attitudes toward 
his interest in the problem, of learning0 Morgan, in his 
Child Psychology, lists incentives as; (1) the desire to 
please others, (2 ) the desire to be active, and (3 ) the 
desire to achieveo

If the so-called "work” of perfecting a lesson be
comes "play” to a child when he has the desire to please 
his teacher, it is the duty of the teacher to inculcate in 
him this desireo He should be encouraged to feel that the 
activity in which he is engaged is pleasurable0 The teach
er may stimulate the desire to achieve by the use of such 
devices as praise, reward, and privileges, or by punishment 
and so-called disciplinary tools0 (This will be discussed 
later <,)

Discontent and restlessness often appear when an in
dividual is not doing that for which he has a special ap
titude „ His interest may lie in.painting or poetry and not 
in. music. If the natural bent is followed, incentives to 
achieve are keener<, Self-fulfillment in the realization

I. Morsworthy, Naomi and Idiitley, Mary Tl Psychology of ~ 
Childhood, p. 214« L 

2o Morgan, 1. J.'B. op. cit., pp. 188-189, 192.
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of natural desires .and interests leads to happiness»
: Whether an activity is work or play depends upon the 

attitude taken toward it0 listening to a eoneert s attend 
ing a reoeptlon9 taking a walk5 or working in the garden- 
any one of these may be work of the hardest kind to one. 
person and the most delightful play to another. Work is 
a means to an end; play has itself for an end. Though 
attitudes and purpose differ, work and play are not dia
metrically opposed to each other and may be brought into 
juxtaposition by proper instruction* (-

In the following chapters we will consider specific 
physical or psychological measures which effect a work- 
play conwerslon o h : : : v - =■ ■ ' v



CHAPTER TIT

SPECIFIC PHYSICAL MEASURES IMITSRSALLY APPLICABLE 
A;, ' FOB WORH-PTAY CONVERSIONS

These specifie physical pedagogical recommendations 
applicable for work-play conversion are offered:

lo Teach a Good Basic Knowledge of Harmony 
, The writer has found it advantageous to teach harmony 

in two stages: (a) yisual-auraTg (b) visual^aural^ plus
understandingo .. ..

Most beginning books for children contain npieees,f in 
the five-finger.diatonic .position* Transposition of these 
by the visual-aural system is advisedo It is quite easy by 
Visual means of the finger patterns indicated0 By simply 
transferring the position of his hands from 0  position (if 
the piece is written in C major) to %  then to and so ., . 
forth9 the pupil is given opportunity.through actual .exberi- 
eneSg which is fun, to develop an aural demonstration 
through five-finger sense in five-finger groups before ven
turing into more complicated melodic patterns by means of 
more diverse finger patternsc He is transposing by direct 
visual aid o He simply finds the five-finger position for 
the new key and plays his piece with the same fingers as 
in the original key* . '
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■ If playing in: the key of G-. lie plays F natural in
stead of M s  playing will not sound well. .Without 
knowing" anything about key signatures, he will play F# be-; 
cause that sounds better<> Similarly, in the key of B, 0  

natural will not sound well9 Therefore, in spite of the 
fact that he has not yet learned key formation, he is using 

and G§ just because they sound better to the ear than do 
,Z natural and G naturalo

In using this aural-visual method in the first stage 
of teaching, we have laid the foundation for a knowledge 
of harmony* ■ .

Scales are the basis on which harmony is builto lor 
teaching the construction of the major scale to children, 
the writer has repeatedly referred to John Thompson's 
Modern Course for the. Plano, The First Grade Book0 He ex= . 
plains:

A SCAEi is a succession of eight tones bear^ 
ing letter-names in alphabetioal order, the last 
tone having the same letter-name as the first.
The figures 1, 2 , 3 , 4, 5, 6 , 7, 8  are called 
the degrees of the scale.

-A MAJOR SCALE is a succession of WHOLE steps 
and HALF steps. The half steps occur between 3 
and 4  and between 7  and 8  as follows:
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The above chart shows how a MAJOR SCALE 

is composed of TWO TETRAOHORDS, each tetra- 
chord separated by a WHOLE step.

Play the scale of C MAJOR as follows, using 
the fingers indicated.

Irhe visual-aural method can be applied by 
the following exerciseJ

t M  Haul
L  3 h

t 4
S’ 4

t ot

+•
\

r r
S H, 3. i
Lt^+ rtcLN d

L

E OF G mJOR' 
h!

1. Thompson, John. Modern Qourse for the Piano. The First 
Grade Book, p. 22.
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TMs method of scale formation is visualised by plac
ing four fingers of each hand over each tetrachord g omit
ting the thumbs o. Beginning on 0, this will .form the 0 
major scale; then? by placing the four fingers of the left 
hand over the four fingers, of the right hand, the first 
tetrachord of the next scale is built» We start the second 
tetrachord one whole step above the left hand, and by build
ing that tetrachord with the right hand we have completed 
the scale of G- major* If these positions are continued in 
the same manner, the child again arrives at the key of Go 
This procedure visualizes to him the complete scale cycle» 
(Eaturally, he plays each position after he forms it?) .

Because children have fun (a work-play conversion} in 
playing all the tonalities on the piano, the writer uses 
the; above procedure with young students in the f irst stages 
of Instruction, beginning on the. very lowest G on the 
piano, then going up the keyboard— the left hand "catching^ 
the right before the latter can make an escape!

The writer has developed another very simple, vividly 
graphic and effective method of teaching scale formation 
as a game played on streets which we call "Sharp Street" 
and "Flat Street<>" \ p ;'

let us name the game "The House of Seven Doors,"
Sach of these doors is a combination type, having two 
wooden panels above and below the glass pane.



The glass can be lowered or raised by means of grooves 
set in the wooden panels. It can also be slid crosswise.

The child is told that the C major house has seven such 
doors in which all the windows are closed. Then we go up 
the street called "Sharp" to the fifth door, G-, which we 
shall now call the "G House." This house, too, has seven 
doors. In the seventh, the window panel is raised. We 
designate this door as F# in the G house instead of F natu
ral. Attention is called to the fact that when the window 
is raised, the tone is sharper, the sound being brightened 
by the playing of the sharped note or key.

Having acquired a knowledge of keys by learning how 
scales are formed, the child will understand the source of 
the formation of chords. A knowledge of the I, IV, and V 
chords will enable the child to "compose" accompaniments to 
familiar melodies.

In the D house we find the third window (the same 
designated as No. 7 in the G house game) still raised. We 
raise the seventh window also, thus giving us 0#. So the 
D house now has two raised windows (F# and 0#). In similar 
steps of five, we go through the "sharp" circle up to the
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B: hou.se inclusive o From this we go five doors up the 
street to the house now .called F# house (not MFfJ as we 
previously called it; the seventh window. is open also, but 
look put I ); the glass has not been lowered a nor has it been 
raisedo It has been slid prosswise directly over the ad
joining door o (Though the metaphor Is mixed g one might al~ . 
so suggest 32 as a visitor in the F house»)

From the F^ house we go five doors up the street to 
the 8 # houseo The seventh window is opened, also by slid
ing the panel cross wise 5, directly over the adjoining door 0 
(Demonstrating on the keyboard 9 call attention to the 
black and white colorss that the windows which have been 
raised are the black keyss and those which have been slid 
crosswise are white keys 0) How we are playing the G$ major 
scale; in the spirit of the game, all seven windows are 
now openo ' •

interest in scale, formation having been aroused and 
established by the above game, the approach to further study 
of the cycle need no longer be in this ??game*? spirit 0

In introducing the Cycle of Fourths, we at first apply 
the game o T,Sharp Street1? becomes "Flat Street”; we pass 
four doors in going up. the street Instead of five; windows 
are opened by lowering Instead of raising0 We have now. 
given an adequate presentation of the .Circle of Fourths—  
the flat circle6 • : ' . . .;
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For an enlightening method of teaching chord formation,
2reference is again made to Thompson:

TRIADS
A CHORD is a group of THREE or more notes

All SCALES are built in steps of 2nd*3 . For 
instance: C to D, D to E; E-F etc.

All CHORDS are built in steps of 3rd1 s. For 
instance: C to E; E to Q; G—B etc.

The NOTE on which a CHORD is built is called 
the ROOT.

A TRIAD is a chord of THREE tones and contains 
a ROOT, a 3rd and a 5th.
[Each step of the scale may become a root 

of any chord. The other tones of any chord are 
named by their distance from the root: a 3 rd 
being three tones from the root, and a 5 th five 
tones from the root . 3

EVERY CHORD IS NAMED FOR ITS ROOT

If we take 
the FIRST, 
THIRD and 
FIFTH notes 
of the Scale 
of C major
And sound them 
together thus

n*i
rfcr

we have played the C MAJOR TRIAD

When the C major TRIAD or 
any CHORD is played in the 
following manner:

a

Otlivi

A

D is the 5 th 
E is the 3rd 
C is the ROOT

it is called a BROKEN CHORD or ARPEGGIO.

2. Thompson, John.op. cit., pp. 26-27.
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CHORD INVERSIONS
We have learned that a TRIAD contains a 

ROOT, a 3rd and a 5th. The order of these 
tones may change without changing the name of 
the chord.

When the lowest note is the ROOT, the 
triad is in the ROOT POSITION.

When the lowest note is NOT the ROOT, 
the triad is said to be inverted.

C MAJOR TRIAD

EXAMPLE:
ttVt*

U «eV V eS iU ew  FtH,VltiVtV*6V»w l-ite V li IhtKVSteK

WoWvrot- 3Akt>*a»v o*a^ii’rS* ?Wt
To make chord building and inversions of chords abso

lutely clear, Nicolas Slonimsky in his Road to Music says:
In music, harmony is the science of ar

ranging chords in a manner that is pleasing to 
the ear. By tradition, these chords are ar
ranged in thirds. A chord of three notes, like 
C, E, and G, is called a triad, meaning a three
some. A chord of four different notes like G,
B, D, F is a seventh chord.3

We have an example of work-play conversion in learning
chord inversions in the following game recommended by
Slonimsky:

Get hold of some heavy construction paper, 
black or any dark hue, and cut out a crescent, 
a heart, and a triangle— each about the size of 
the width of a white key on the piano. Put the

3. Slonimsky, Nicolas. The Road to Music, pp. 27-28.



lieart on the Middle Pj, She oyeseent .on and 
the triangle on Go "%iB will be the 0  Major 
trlacL Now take the heart from the middle G 
and put it on the 0 hh': octave above,, (This , 
gives us a first inversion=) Then plaee the 

, cresoent on S an oetave higher, (This gives us 
a seeond inversiono) Invert it once more by 
trahsf erring- the triangle frOm G to the G an 
octavo higher, and you will get your triad back 
again64 •
How that the child can play the 0  major chord in its 

root position and in both first and second inversions, all 
he has to do to find the XY chord is, beginning on C, to 
count up four; and follow the same procedure with F as the 
root, A as the thirds 0 as the fifth; and play the F triad- 
the lYo To find the Y triad, he counts up five (G) and, 
again following the previous procedure of 1 -3 -5 9 be plays 
the G triad— the Y chord0 Using the I, IY, and Y triads, 
he has all he needs to make up his own accompaniments to 
tunes that are familiar to him. Having learned his keys by 
way of learning scale formation, he is able to transpose 
these melodies and his own aceompanlments. v

The child likes lots of sound; therefore, have him 
play full chords in,different registers of the piano. He 
will also have a good time-changing his time values3 i.e., 
.4/4 to 3/4o As he advances, he may be shown the formation 
of chords other than the -primaryo However, for stimulating



interest in the child8 s study of ..■tiarmQnyvf,|L:' knowledge of 
the primary chords will suffice*; :

The child now has a knowledge of scales9 keys, and 
primary chords. This knowledge not only stimulates him to 
play his own accompaniments, but is of use in decoding the 
formal pieces he is learning. When he can find the chords 
and keys composing his pieces-”-!,e,, when he recognizes • 
that which he knows==a whole new field of thought is opened 
to him* His music becomes synonymous with a puzzle to be 
solTed or a game to be played— in short, a work-play con
version =

Knowledge of harmony facilitates proper note reading 
and memorizing. Music becomes a familiar language in a 
known system instead of strange, unrelated sounds. Interest 
is maintained when the child realizes that the pieces he - 
plays are made of intelligible chords and scales. Actually, 
he hears and understands the sounds of his pieces, not as 
something foreign^ but familiar.

Simple as this seems, it is the beginning of harmonic 
analysis in the child's'studies, What is usually consider
ed a difficult road-biock will have been almost painlessly 
remoyed by this work-play conversion.



' 20 Make Recordings Occasionally to
Show Progress

The writer herself has not used this means of stimu
lation in her teaching3 hut has seen how very fruitful 
this procedure is in the teaching experience of Mrs* Banks s 
a most popular teacher of children in the age group of 
eight to fourteeno .

As soon as the child learns a piano number by memory 
a recording is made. A month or two of further practice. 
is followed by a second recording= The childs anxious to 
have a good Second'recordings, does his best to learn the 
number well o- He f orgets, readily how he had previously 
played that particular number„ If the teacher has created 
the psychological situation in which a child become dis
associated from his own playing when hearing the record, 
the record can be criticized objectively by both pupil and 
teachero The. playing of one record followed immediately 
by the later version should give the child an impresslye 
and encouraging illustration of the progress achieved0

/ 3 6 There. Should be Gonstant Change
of. Approach on the Teacher8s Part

A child may be given work on scales, Hanon, Czerny, 
or some other similar heehrlcai exercises, a sonata, and 
a repertoire piece at the same time = But there Should be 
a change of approach if and when the child tires of prac
ticing any particular phase of this type of an assignment„ 
It has been found wise to drop such work temporarily and
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to spend some time on sight-reading or furthering har
monic analysis o ; ' ^

.It is the writer4s helief that the mode of developing 
technique for the child from eight to fourteen Should he 
"sugar coatedo" Pieces having in them melodious passages 
that may he worked up as technical exercises should be 
used; a metronome may be used occasionally to bring pas
sages up to the desired speed; a .contest may be arranged 
in. which two children may be given the same number and .the 
teacher j, stop watch in hand,, sees which child plays "tech- 
nieai" passages the more rapidly and without errors=
Some little prize to the winner is often an extra induce
ment to excel in this game of skillo

Por the child who is taught scales to develop tech
nique, these scales may be "sugar coated" by being enliv
ened through rhythmso Slonimsky suggests the following:

Play a scale up and dovm. in this rhythm: 
half note, quarter note, two-eighth notes, and 
again half note, quarter note, two-eighth notes«
You will be amazed what fine melodies will re- 
suit from it» Ehythmie arpeggios, that is,
(broken chords) are also very effective0 By 
skillful combination of scales and arpeggios in 
a definite rhythmic pattern, you can reereate 

: the great themes of classical music<, And no
wonder ; scales, arpeggios, and rhythm are the .

• principal ingredients of melody<, 5

Slonimsky, N<
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4° Do not Stay with Any One Particular . •
Humber too Hong

It is fallacy on the teacher* 8  part to expect perfec
tion. Once the child has memorized and has played a piece 
to the best of his technical capacities at that time * per
mit him to: drop it for a whiie if he so desires, and have . 
him study something new. Too often a child has become 
bored by having to "stick n to something that he feels has 
already been learned as well as his present capabilities 
permito He can review this number at some later time and, 
commensurate with increasing maturity, will play it much 
•more ^professionally^ and with more feeling0 The extensive 
knowledge of harmony acquired in the intervening time will 
have helped him to analyze the piece0 For instance, when 
he knows that he is playing the component parts of a di
minished seventh chord that lead to a tonic chord formation, 
he will automatically play the tonic chord formation as a. 
resolution^ '

More than any other single cause, the youngster’s 
dissatisfaction in having to play a number over and over 
long after the zest for it is gone is the reason for his 
lack of interest and the discontinuation of all study of 
music o ' ./ ■ •' ■ - ': ' ■■■•la1 ■ ;/ v; ' •% ' •/

5 o Make, an Issue of Tone Consciousness 
Children of this age should be encouraged to listen
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to the tones they prodhoe 0 ittien left and right hands have 
independent parts9 these may he learned and played separ= 
ately to faeilitate hearing the toneso The child’s atten
tion should be drawn to the relation of- the melody to the . 
seale3and its harmonic basis (which he has learned) should 
be carefully analyzedo When he plays chordss he should be 
asked to name them and to listen to them as harmonies0 
Listening helps concentration; a child who listens closely 
for some specific chord will play proper chord tones and 
is unlikely to play a note that is not within that specific 
chord, . . .

Material given should be adapted to the child’s ca
pacity for absorption „ The age of the child will largely 
determine the detail involved, The eight- or nine-year- 
old will probably be able to grasp Only the chords having 
an easy, recognizable distribution8 whereas the more mature 
fourteen-year-old3 having had more harmony instruction, 
will be interested .in and can grasp the more complex har
monies, ■

6, Stress the Importance of Time 
- Ehythm has of ten been called the ’’soul of music, ” and 

constitutes its greatest appeal, ’’Swing” or rhythm gives 
life to any musical composition. In order to preserve this 
effect, we. must have a'steady, even flow of time,

Slonimsky has written an attractive chapter on ’’How
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to Understand R3i3rthmof' He says; ' -
In order to understand rhytlam, ;we liaye to 

, know how to add up fractionso Musical pieees are 
divided by bar lines into bars or measures <, At 
the' beginning of each musical pieceg there is a 
time-signature. - In 4/4 time there are four 
quarter-notes to a measure» This 4/4 time signa
ture is like a dollar bill. You can change a 
dollar into four quarters, but you can also have 
a half a dollar and two quarters, so in 4 / 4  time 
you can have either four quarter-notes, or a 
half-note and two quarter-notes. And, of course, 
you can write down two half-riotes, and that will 
make u]? a bar in .4 / 4  time o Gr if you prefer 
musical silver dollars, you can write a whole note, 
which will take up, the whole bar. •

' ■ You know, of course, that a 25 cent piece 
is called two bits. A q.uarter-note can also be 
split into two bits, and each bit will be an 
eighth-noteo Keep dividing these notes in two and 
you will get 1 6 th notes, 3 2 nd notes, 6 4 th notes, 
and 128th notes. There are even 256th notes but 
they are a great rarity0 In order to fill a bar 
in 4/4 time j, you can use any combination of these 
fractions, provided they add up to four quarter- 
notes, or to one whole note.

The same :rule.f or adding f ractions holds 
for any time signature. 3/4 time, or waltz time, 
can be filled in with three quarter-notes, or a 
half-note and a quarter-note, or three groups of 
two-eighth not es each=

A whole note is a white circle without a 
stem or a tail. A half-note is also a white eir-; 
cle, but it has a stem and looks like a toy 
balloon on a stick. A quarter-note is a black 
circle with a stem. An eight-note is a black 
circle with a flag attached to it. As we go 

' into smaller fractions, we add more and more 
flags. A l6th note has two flags, a 32nd.note 
has three flats, and a 6 4 th-note four flags.
When there are several of these flagged notes 

: in succession,.they are Joined together by par- .
allel lines. A group of 16th notes is Joined 
by two lines; a 32nd note group by three lines; 
2 5 6 th notes would have six lines.
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Hhat, if a musical note lasts. three quarter- .. 
notes? In, this cases, we hare to write a half- 
note and.a quarter-note and put a fie orer them 
to show that they are not two separate notes, 
hut a,single sounds three quarter-notes in 
duratioBo But there is a simpler way of making 
a three-quarter note; just put a dot after a : 
half-notec This dot adds-one-half to the value 
of the half-note; that is, a quarter-notei A 
sound that lasts three eighth-notes is repre
sented by a quarter-note with a dot after it 0'
A dotted eighth-note equals three sizteenth- 
noteSo Figure out for yourself the value of 
a dotted 128th note*

Double dots and even triple dots are some
times used. Every dot is worth one-half of the 
preceding note. A double-dotted half-note 
equals one half-note s plus one quarter-note s 
plus one eighth-note ; that is a seven eighth- 
notes in all. A triple-dotted half-note equals’ 
fifteen 16th-noteSs, and a quadruply-dotted ■ 
eighth-note equals thirty-one 128th notes. Such 
multiple dots rarely occur, so don't bother 
figuring them out■unless you are especially fond 
of arithmetical calculations 6 To test your 
skill, fill up a 4/4 bar by using one each of the 
notes from a half-note down to a 128th note plus 
two 256th notes. . .

As you must have noticed, all these numbers 
are divisible by 2. But what if it is necessary 
to divide a quarter-note into three even notes?
In such a case, you put the number 3 over three 
eighth-notes, indicating that there are three 
notes to one quarter-note instead of the regular 
two. Such groups of three are called triplets; 
groups of four are quadruplets; groups of. five- 
well, you have heard of the famous set of five 
Dionne girls. In music, too, five of a kind are 
called quintuplets.®
For the child who has had formal instruction, whether 

by group training or by the routine teacher, the .

6. sTonlmsky, Ho op. cit., pp. 20-21.
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discussion by Mr0 Slonimsky provides an Interesting re
view* For the child" who has had no lessons this approach9 
stimulating and easy to follow, constitutes sn admirable 
work-play conversion in the teaching of time values*

In - order to familiarize the child with musical frac
tions that make up the language of rhythm, Slonimsky con
verts the work of learning about rhythms into play by the 
following suggestion?

Out out a couple of dozen strips of heavy 
paper about six] inches in. length each. Out 
some of them in two,;some in three pieces, others 
in fours six and twelve pieces* Write a dotted half-note on each 6-inCk strip; dotted quarter-"
notes on 3-inch strips; q.uarter-notes on 2-inch 
strips; dotted eighth-notes on 1 l/2-inch strips; 
eighth-notes on 1-inch strips; and sixteenth- 
notes on half-inch strips * Mark the time signa
ture of 4 / 4  and fill in each bar with different 
notes* After a dotted half-note use a quarter—- 
note* After a dotted quarter-note:; use an 
eighth note; after a dotted eighth-note, use a 
sixteenth-note* Generally speaking, a dotted \ 
note ought to be followed by a note one-third
its value*7
To teach the value of rests or Silence in music, we

may again refer to‘Slonimsky who says?
Silence in music is as important as the actual 

. notes * It is indicated by - special signs ap
propriately called rests* A whole-note rest is 
a black rectangle below a line; a half-note rest 
is a similar rectangle placed above a line* A 
quarter-note rest is a vertical wiggle * An 
eighth-note rest looks like the figure 7«***

7* Slonimsky9 E* op* cit*, p* 23° ' 1./ ' " - '
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Not all imsielans appreciate the. importance 
of musical silence0 When a piano student was - 
told to learn the second movement of a Beethoven 
Sonata which has many long rests s he complained 
to the teacher that he could not very well af
ford to pay the full price for his lessons if 
he had to waste half the time just waiting be- 
tween the notes I -
Such a discussion between pupil and teacher is ex

cellent for a. physical presentation of values. However, . 
music rhythm is feeling a pulsation; in the writer's opin
ion 3 each value as soon as it is taught and mentally 
grasped should have an aural expression0 The child;can 
count; he knows the numerical relationships— one* a half, 
a fourth, and so on* He should know the "feel" of 4/4 
time brought about by marching and clapping the rhythm*

A further recommendation for physical presentation 
of values is:

7o Develop a "Feel" for Ehythm 
When"a child first learns to read his primer, the 

mere mechanics of reading, the association of the printed 
symbol with its meaning, unfamiliar words, and so forth 
interfere with the interpretation of the thought conveyed 
and the child reads with no expression. When these diffi
culties are overcome, reading made easy*, and the text . 
understood, he establlslies rhythm in his reading by

8* Blonimsky, N* op. cit., pp* 24-25. :
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accenting the proper wori3.s and phrases to convey the proper 
meaning0 So it is in music0 The notes should group thern̂ ' 
selves rhythmically.;by means of phrases or the mood of the 
pieceo . .

Gertaihly the yohng child who has. had the Rpbyn course 
of study has had much experience in rhythmic activities 
such as marehingj, ; shipping j, and so forth. The older child 
can consciously expand these ideas. He can specifically 
be given good melodious examples of such types of rhythm 
as a minuets, a mar oh, a mazurka or similar type of music, 
and have the,diff erences between these: types explained by 
his teacher, ;■ „ ' h

It should- be restated emphatically that to develop a 
work-play conversion, we must start with the experience of 
the child, With a radio in nearly every home-=in fact, 
far more general in distribution than the phonograph--the 
modern jive jazz numbers are definitely part of a child5s 
experience, In the presentation of types less popular 
than the jazz numbers, valuable insight into different 
rhythms and moods may be gained from the book How to Teach 
Children to Know Music by Harbour and Freeman,

The following'paragraphs, describing various musical, 
numbers, are taken from this book:
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POLONAISE IvELITAlEE IH A: MAJOR--CHOPIN
/ This music- takes .us on a journey into the 

long;, long ago. Once Poland was a kingdom proud 
and free. On state occasions the noblemen would - 
march, grandly past the king8 s throne in the 
great hall of the palace. Their march was al
most like a slow dance,to the rhythm of music 
called the Polonaise = Tear's: passed and the- 
Polish kingdom was gohhied up hy greedy neigh
bor nations. Then when Polish freedom was 
nothing but a memory9 a great Polish musician, 
Frederic Oh©pin, made music so that people . 
would always remember his country’s past glory, 
for as long as the music of a country lives, 
its spirit will never die.
ON THE BEAUTIFUL BLIIE' DMWBE--STRAUSS

Should you like to visit lovely old Vienna 
where Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, and 
Brahms lived most of their lives and composed 
the music that will be loved as long as the 
world lasts? Let.us travel back to the good 
old days before the wars' and go to a grand ball 
in the palace of a prince with its silvery mir
rored walls and glittering glass chandeliers 
and waxed floors like dark lakes of ice where 
lords and ladies in flower-gay satins whirled 
to the rhythms of the waltz. Now let us make 
merry in all of the beautiful parks where the 
plain people go for music and dancing, and every
where we hear some Strauss waltz. For over 
seventy years Vienna daheed to the music of 
Father Strauss and his two sons. The older son,
Iohann, Junior, is often called,the Waltz King 
because he wrote so many fine waltzes. "On the 
Beautiful Blue Danube88 is the most famous of 
his waltzes and even today ‘‘is probably the best 
loved waltz in the world.
THE. HAPPY FARlEB--SOHmiEANN ■

1Doesnlt this jolly tune with its swinging 
rhythm sound like a little farmer boy whistling 
as he marches off. with his hoe over his shoulder 
to dig up' the weeds in the garden?
MINIIE TS " ■ : ; y . -
. . ' The Minuet was a dance of long ago when 

ladies wore white wigs and hoop skirts and men 
wore gay satin suits with knee breeches and 
little black bows On their pig-tailed hair. .
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Minuet music is as dainty as the dance itself in 
which the gentlemen bow and the ladies cuntsey0 
?$Minuet1? by Bach, the minuet from *Dbn Juan" by 
Mozart,,and the "Minuet" by Paderewski are ex
cellent examples of the dance of long ago,
HOHG-MIM 9 MUroiRS' 5 JB!© 6 — BRAB1S "

These twb dances are examples of Brahms * 
skill in bringing the folk tunes' of Hungary . 
into the musical compositions which he createsoIn a measure they a]?e Brahms l attempt to pay 
homage and honor to his native; country„ They . 
were originally arranged for violin solos and 
were written for Joachim, the great violinist, 
who was a friend and admirer of'Brahms and his 
musicc The dances themselves contain the tempo 
and spirit of Hungarian dance music= They are 
characterized by many sudden changes of tempo 
and moodp9
The above comments exemplify the type of discussion 

that may be related by the teacher to bring within the 
child’s experience any type of piece he may be studying0 
If these examples of various types of music are made suf
ficiently concrete, the pupil’s interest will be held. He 
will play with more rhythmical understanding of the mood 
of his piece; his interest in practicing will be held; and, 
as a result, a work-play conversion ensues. Certainly the 
eight- to ten-year-old child will need a more obvious ex
ample than the one of twelve to fourteen years whose ma
turity demands something more, subtle.

Since the rhythm of a piece is determined by its 
mood, in our next chapter we shall discuss specific

. 9o Barbour, Harriet Bo and freeman, Warren So How to TeacK“ 
Children to Know Music, pp. 98, 99, 105, 127.
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psychological measures universally applicable for work- 
play eonversiono - ,
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psYOEoiOGiom Mmsmmg ibitsrsally
APFLIOABLE FOR W0RK=PMY„ COMYERSIONS .

Psychological pedagogioal recoiumendations are. offered 
as followss . :

lo Stress the Importance of Moods 
IPiat feeling is the composer tryiiig to express and 

convey: gayety, as in Mendelssohn's "Wedding March1'; pen~
siveness or reflection^ as in Beethoven's "Moonlight 
Sonata"; the festive $, as Tschaikowsky has in his "Wnterack
er Smite"? Is he conveying an air of mysteryv as does Grieg 
in "The Hall of the Mountain King"? The mood of the com
poser poses a psychological condition important to the stu
dent's understanding of the nature of the music and to his 
response to it 6

Gare and time should be taken by the teacher to ex
plain the mood of each composition in terms comprehensive 
to the student and within his experieneeo (To the child 
the "Wedding March" may merely suggest a child strewing 
flowers before the bride— not the general aspect of a wed- 
dingo) .. . . - :

If shown that music can and does express, emotion—  
joysadness, excitement, tranquility— that it can suggest
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with vivid imagery a spring, a brook, the song of birds, 
a spinning wheel, bleating of sheep, the buzz of- bees—  
sounds liked and comprehended by the child=-=his interest 
is aroused immediately0 He desires to imitate these 
sounds; he responds to the mood of the music; the play at
titude is established0 His approach to the study of Eimsky- 
’Korsakoff’s "Flight of the Bumble Bee" will be one of joy- . 
ful anticipation and continued interest in interpreting the 
sounds, the mood the composer meant, to express and convey* 

The preliminary discussion has advantages other than 
transference of the composer’s mood to the child * It re
laxes him physically* His approach to the instrument is 
a natural sequel to the mood established0 One cannot over
emphasize the importance of the consequent physical and 
mental relaxation to the student who is trying.to achieve 
a maximum result from his technical equipment*

2 c Teach-Characteristics of the 
Different Schools of Music ■

The music of a particular period is not self-originated 
nor confined to itself but, by traditional and environ
mental influenees is heir to the past and bearer to the 
future* It represents a stage in the age-long process of 
evolution* To follow this evolution in its historic trend 
through study of art forms and styles which have charac
terized their ages as Classic, romantic, pseudo-classic, 
"impressionistic, modern, and so forth is of immeasurable
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advantage to the student of music; in fact/ it is essential 
to approximate an intelligent appreolation of music 0

: It was Sehuman whoa in a series of maxims for young 
musicians * said s "Make Das Wohltemperite your daily bread 8 fi 
( though Sehuman was a romantic I) 0 Bach is a staple in 
musical educationo His influence has been all pervading 
from his time to the present~-dir:ect or indirect— the most 
subtle universal force in the development of .music„

Beethoven felt the grounding in strict counterpoint 
of Bach a dire necessity^ Experimenting with new tech- . 
niques he gave free vent"to his feelings— ran the whole 
gamut of emotions^-humor and tragedy inextricably blended, 
love and hate9 turmoil of war and tranquility of the quiet 
of country lifeo Such experimentation with new techniques . 
consciously or unconsciously affects art;formsj either by 
modification or by invention of new forms"which lend them
selves best to a partieular style of expression0 But 
Beethoven throughout his life work retained the classic 
form? though his style is definitely romantico .

• These gradual changes (probably unnoticed by contem
poraries } eventually, if strong and persistent, result in 
a new school of music. Bohuman, the originator of this new 
movement, is romantic In both style and form.

Music is the outward expressioh of the inner person
ality, We see differences in expression between individu
als of the same general school classification, Differenees



in environment also are reflected in MusiCo
: Seliuaan was a man of varied moods s full of en thus lams 

yet often whimsical and dreamy0 He liked the pictorial and 
narrativeo The nature of the man is reflected in his 
music, and his preferences are suggested by the titles-- 
,fCarnival s "Butterflies s n and "Scenes from Childhood^

Chopin’ 8  music is romantic hut generally lacks the 
humor of Schuman8 s music = Having the inventive type of 
mind, he developed new styles that made chords sound richer 
without becoming blurred- and muddy— hy spacing the lower 
notes of a chord wide apart and the upper notes close to
gether. (If you take note of a person playing a Chopin com
position 9 you will see that the left hand moves about in 
great skips while the right hand runs over many notes near 
to each othero) Because he liked the poetic and was fond 
of dance, he created music for the polonaise, mazurka, and 
waltz— the dances of' his native Boland.

Xiisztys collection of folk songs, ^Hungarian Bhap- 
sodies," full of sweeps, runs and crashing chords, reflect 
the nature of his native Hungary. Prokieff * s music of a 
much later period (the modern school), like the literature 
of Bussiay is tinged with satire.

Ebmantioism in music, based on expression of emotion, 
readily admits of great variations in subject matter, form, 
and style.. Debussy, in his sound combinations, reached 
beyond sensation to the primitive instincts. Music to him
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should ijaterpret the fleeting Impression of the moment 6
Thus we see the chain of continuity in the evolutionary

trend through Bach/ Beethoven, Ghopin to Debussy and the so™ 
called modern composerso '

These various styles of musical expression are the 
leading currents in the stream of musical educationc An 
understanding of their development and relationships is 
necessary to the appreciation of music0 To stimulate; in
terest in the history of music and apply it to work-play
conversion^ the following suggestions are made:

. -I.* Correlate music lessons with reading assignments 
in historys biography of great composers9 historic novels, 
stories of great operas0

2c Relate interesting anecdotes from the lives of great 
musicians0

3<> Carefully analyze a particular art formyfhich char
acterizes a given period as a method of acquiring, under
standing of the general character of that period; for ex- : 
ample, a study of the fugal counterpoint of Bach promotes 
an understanding Of sixteenth century musical style, while 
a study of a sonata by Beethoven gives insight to his 
period, both classic and romantic0 Schuman is a vehicle 
for arousing the child?s imagination, and for teaching the 
characteristics of the whole romantic period=

Such analysis also shows the development within the
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music of a particular composer. The writer has found that 
an analysis of the "Minuet" by Bach is a satisfactory way 
of presenting the characteristics of Bach's early music. 
The left-hand arpeggios in this piece appear almost imita
tive, following the right-hand motif. The first two mea
sures are illustrative:

-——J 1. - -TT:--

d f. -

•
--H

-- m----*----

i i --j-h I
Herein the child gets the idea of Bach's contrapuntal style, 
the weaving in and out as it were of the "theme," first in 
one part and then in the other.

Such intensive study trains the ear with serviceable ex
actitude to detect musical tone, whether in chords or mel
odies. Understanding the formation of chords, the child 
plays with greater ease, thus combining sensual, aural, and 
mechanical effort into one well-synchronized act. A Bach 
fugue which otherwise might appear strange and uninterest
ing, being so different in style from the music we hear 
today, when understood will be an endless enjoyment.

Musical history presented by recognition of the char
acteristics of different schools through the individual 
work of a representative of that school has another
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advantageo The Individual work of a great master serves as 
a model which the child will try to emulateo He will 
strive for a greater degree of .perfection in his own play* ■ 
ing0 ' •  ̂ ; • -y:; • - ; ' . : ' ■

A knowledge of musical history, its evolution, anal
ysis of form and harmonic style are of definite value in 
effecting work-play conversion„ ■ Ihen: a child, having "be
come. interested in the various schools of music9 can engage 
in a game— the teacher playing unidentified fragments from 
the world’s greatest composers s the child elassifying them 
and stating reasons for such identification— #e have a 
demonstrated result of such study in play attitude, musical 
appreciation, and in general cultural advancement, all. of 
which are. the goals of the work-play conversion method0.

■ 3» Group dhildrea of the Same Age Level 
. and Those of Equal Oapacity 

though different in Age :
This is especially advisable for children who have 

progressed beyond fSplay groups?$ but have not yet reached 
post-adolescent understandings It is stimulating to a child 
to hear one of his friends play the number which he himself 
is learningo The teacher’s comments are much more valua
ble when made to a group rather than to an individual0

The subject oiy%ugar coating,t? mentioned before as '
an incentive to effort, will be detailed in the chapter to 
followo Here we need only point out how stimulating it
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teehnieal reaoh, and to receive approbation from both, teach 
er and fellow students on the successful.attainment of the 
set goals Frequently a child, whose interest has flagged 
to the point of being ready to quit the whole subject9 

by group association and competitive efforts can be brought 
back to an acceptance of the technical chores involvedo

4o Encourage Ensemble Glasswork 
Duets of the well-known symphonies, when played by 

children of equal ability, are interesting and a lot of fun 
Their joint effort is approached with the Mplay?? attitude<> 
The mechanical problems of technique can be made a rhythmic 
games The two children playing the duet can enter into a 
sort of wPan you, do this??' race. Even scales can be made 
interesting when played simultaneously, using a metronome 
as a pace setters A child's pride in achievement compen
sates for the effort expended to "top" his competitor.

The teacher must be meticulous in the choice of en
sembles from the standpoint of adaptation to the tempera
ment, ability, and maturity of each child in the group.
It would be unfortunate to have a timid, uncertain child 
unable to cope with the task set, even if adequate effort 
Were expended<, The music teacher, like the family physi
cian, should be intimately aware of the child personality0 

Detailed recommendations for the treatment of various
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types of ehildren are made ia tiie following . ehapter9 with 
partieular emphasis on individuality as the fodal point in 
evolving a pedagogical method for work-play conversions



CHAPTER IX

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL APPROACH TO CHILDREN 
OF VARIOUS BACKGROUNDS ATO PERSONALITIES -

Sifferenees in Background and Personality Type 
Suggestions for a psychological approach to the work- 

play conversion based on differences in (a) backgrounds and 
personality types, and (b) individual ability are:

Children who under various group-method training such 
as the Robyn or the Biller =4£uaiile have been taught play 
;equivalents- for work (such as Mnosesr dives, ^green lights,?* 
and so on), and who have, had an opportunity for free ex
pression, have acquired some skill in piano playing and now 
need a different symbolism of a type better suited to their 
age and interest, if adequate interest in their work is to 
be maintainedo

For instance, the teacher may say to this child, "Let 
us imagine you are in a studio about to broadcast to an au
dience and have two minutes in which to play your pieceo*
The studio atmosphere is simulated by use of a studio 
clock, a dummy microphone, and an;audience„ The child per
forms his acto Occasionally actual transcriptions may be 
made and later reproduced to give the child an idea of the 
quality of his performance<. If his work has been well done,
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" the reeoS^ing heeejtes a very satisfying reward to the ehild=«= 
the kind of reward that is not contradictory to our defini
tion of play, as it is inherent in the ability to make the 
reeordingo Thus the ability to play well is in itself the 
reward

Morgan in Chlid Psychology classifies rewards as:
The first is according to whether the reward 

is inherent in the activity$, resulting directly 
from it, or whether it comes from some extra= 
neous sourceo Another manner of classifying re
wards is according to whether they incite to 
further activity or whether they act as a seda
tive and make further effort less likely^
Another way to classify them is according to 
whether they follow immediately upon the. conduct 
of the child 9 or whether they are remote„ Pi— ; 
nally, we may classify them asyto the social or 
personal value they may have o- 1

Morgan goes on to explain.that some rewards follow direct
ly as.the result of some act, others are dependent upon  ̂
some circumstance which,is totally distinct from any activ
ity on the part of the recipient0 Between these two there
are gradations« He saysi

The most valuable reward is the one which
is dependent upon the efforts of the childs but
this does not mean that the others do not have 
their value 0 The difference in effect of these 
may be stated somewhat as follows: The reward
which follows as an inherent result of conduct 
tends to have a specific influence in encourag
ing the continuation or repetition of such 
conducto The reward which has no relation to 
anything that has been done tends to have the. 
general effect of inducing the feeling of well- 
being » Sometimes in our zeal to have the child

1* Morgan, Jod*Bo OjDo c i t , , p0 209»



j&o 'specifIe things, we overlook this latter end =
:It pays at times to give a child an unexpected 
pleasure without associating it with anything he 
has done-o It makes him feel that life is good 
and encourages him to attack all his problems with 
increased zealo

My oldest child (who is now eleven years of age and who has 
had two years of Robyn training followed by three of pri
vate lessons on the violin) frequently gets an enormous 
^lift^ when her Daddy will easua.lly give her a dollar and 
compliment her playingo -

Ghildren who have been taught by a dull9 "do thus and 
so" routine method, and through mental and physical punish
ment have been brought to the point of complete discourage
ment should be approached in a different manner» The new ■ 
teacher will carefully avoid the use of punishment as a 
disciplinary tools Her attitude will be one of reasoning .. 
in every step of the way0 She will praise the child8s 
playing in all possible instances where praise is justi
fied, not only for accomplishment but for attitude and ef
fort 0 -

Praise is a type of reward too often ignored on the 
part of teachers and parents because somehow or other they 
fear that praise will "spoil" the child* On the contrary, 
it is not harmful but has distinct advantages if adminis
tered judiciouslyo It pleases the child„ He will repeat 
an act for which, he receives praise; and with such
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repetition::hig work improves. We- sliould remember, however, 
to praise the deed and not the,child, Hurioek9 in her book 
Modern Ways with Children „ says:

;The child knows s when he has been praised 
for a.certain.acts that his behavior is conform- 
ing to adult standardso This eliminates any 
feeling of uncertainty that he might have had if 
no comment had been made0 Praising him for doing 
a certain thing shows: him that it is right= Fur
thermore 5 praise is very pleasing to every child8 
especially if it comes from a person whom the 
child loves and respects0 As long as emphasis, is 
placed on praising the behavior s not the child 
himselft it can be used indefinitely without any 
harmful effects<,3

■ As the mother of three children 9 I am well' aware of 
the fact that too much unmerited praise tends toward mak
ing the child self-centered and vain. Constructives ju
dicious praise does much to elevate his morales relax his 
tension^ thereby improving his muscular.';eoordlnation= The 
child who has had. the routine lessens approaches his instru
ment with a feeling of discouragment 5, which in itself cre
ates a state of physical tension. Justifiable praise is 
psychologically good for this child0 Reference is again 
made to Hurioek^ who saysg

There is no heed to be conservative in the 
use of praiseo Even if the child's act is only 
partly rights it is wise to praise him for it and ‘
then add a constructive criticism to show him where 

, improvement could be made= It is certainly not 
necessary to withhold praise until the behavior is 
totally satisfactoryo If you do that s the child 
has no way of knowing whether any of his behavior

3o HurlockV EoBo Modern Ways with Children, p, 274°



conforms to standard0 v If he is reproved g he 
logically assnmes that everything he did was 

' ; wrongo4 ' '
Reward is effective also as a means of stimulating a 

greater effort,, of instilling a proper attitude toward the 
activity, and in making a work-play conversiono Ideally 
the child should want to do a thing or study a subject, re
gardless of possible reward or punishment 0 Observation 
proves, however9 that the anticipation of a reward is a 
most active stimulantP Rrtra privileges (going to a movie 
or going out to play) and immediate concrete reward (a 
toy, bicycle, new dress, and so forth) also are of value 
when administered diseriminately,6 They should not be given 
as a reward for routine practice, but as an immediate and 
a concrete recognition of a piece well playedc

For the older children who have acquired some modicum 
of skill despite poor teaching methods, social evenings 
spent in trio or quartet playing may be made occasions for 
sight-reading and useful harmonizing as well as for pleasant 
contactso The "work" of learning the music for such en
semble playing has a substantial reward in the pleasure of 
group accomplishmentc The several very simple parts re
quire little or no practice, yet the general effect of the 
combined parts is very pleasant and satisfying. The reward, 
the pleasure derived, is both inherent and extraneous as it

k* HurlOcks, IS«R'o~~"~Modern Ways^lTh^Ohridren, p. 275° ,



incites further activity on the student1s part0 Morgan as
serts; 1 - ; t : ^ ' '

The joy in the approval of others has -as 
its Correlate the feeling that one has deserved, 
this approval by accomplishing something. The 
two go hand in hand0 The child looks for approval 
to assure him that he has succeeded, and as he 
makes progress he feels certain that his work will 
meet with approval= If we believed that, no mat
ter how well we worked, no one, now or ever, 
would take the slightest recognition of our 
achievements, we would not have much incentive to 
worko This is the point where teachers should 
place their emphasis in rewarding children» They 
should not be so interested in giving personal 

approval, but in giving this approval in such a 
manner that the child feels it is the result of 
his achievement <,5

{ Judicious use of rewards can'be made with all children, 
regardless of background or personality typesc The proper 
timing of these rewards frequently contributes greatly to 
a teacher's success or failure in making a work-play con
version for the childo

A little nine-year-old friend, Barbara, who had taken 
. lessons from two teachers {both.of whom are of the old- 
fashioned , hand-slapping type} before She came to me, hated 
her. practicinga I have refrained from endless technical 
drill6 Her lessons are interspersed with much discussion 
of the mood and meaning of the pieces she is playing. I 
have told her many interesting anecdotes of incidents in 
the lives of the composers of the works she studies. Her .

$. Morgan, Jo JoB0 op. clt.,, pp. 212-213°
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procedure has been completely changed„ IFhile she is learn
ing time values she is urged to ^feel” the rhythm by means 
of stepping and clapping to my accompaniment.- This imparts 
the proper lilt to her numbers, making them sound musical, 
and therefore they are more, enjoyable to her than when she 
is playing them herselfo To further develop this "feel" 
of time values, I have assigned to her many duets to be 
played with her mother0 - The playing of duets compels proper 
timing without making "counting" of time dull and arduous 0

Being conscious of the child's distaste for practicing, 
I go over her advanced assignment in such detail that she 
has almost learned the lesson before she leaves my studio» 
This avoids the possibility of her bumping into 1 nsurmount =• 
able hurdles, and makes the practicing at home sufficiently 
easy to prevent discouragement= My objective being the 
overcoming of her aversion to practice and piano lessons, 
the emphasis is on attitude and music appreciation rather 
than on the performance and technique o

For children without formal training of any sort but 
who have had a good musical background and absorbed much 
of the expressive quality of music and react.bodily to 
rhythmic movementsa different method is used0 According 
to Walker, as quoted by Schoen in his book Psychology of 
Music, there are four stages of development in listening.... 
to music;
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. ' "First stage^-througli the eighth year, the
dominant appeal of musio is that of tonal beauty 
and rhythm „

MSeeond stage--from the tenth through the -■ ‘ ;
twelfth yearj there is a preference for strong 
rhythms as found in marching songs, hunting 
.songsj spinning songs and'wandering sOngso

Third stag©— from the thirteenth through 
the fifteenth yearj the preference for strong 
marching rhythms is displaced hy the appeal of 
sentimental folk songs and songs of patriotism, v

^Fourth stage-=at sixteens there begins the , 
appreciation of the art song and artistic forms 
as an expression of different moods,®®
This research indicates a gradual differentiation with 

age of the musically aesthetic experience of children. Un
til the tenth year9 the rhythmic or motor element predomi
nates o Therefores a dance melody has a greater appeal dur
ing these years than does the song of sentiment or mood. 
From adolescence on there begins a progressive deepening 
of the emotions„ including a differentiation of the more 
sensitive feelings plus a more pronounced awareness of 
musical form as suchs which is markedly absent in the ear
lier years.

Such age levels are somewhat merged by the background 
of the childj as his upbringing and the culture of his 
parents may make a marked impression on ■ him. It is the 
child’s native ability and his experiences9 no matter what 
his age 9 that should guide the teacher in her approach to

. '6 , Schoen si lax. The' psychology of liusic , p, 231, ■ ■
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the child up tos . but hot beyond, the point of the child *s 
experience and reaction*

Ihe younger the.child, the more easily is he; distracted 
in his practicing = A short 9 intensely melodious frpieceif 
will hold his attention more so than will a longer, more 
complex number. If he enjoys practicing to the point where 
he is not distracted by his playmates and their activities 
or by the family and its affairs, then obviously his prac
ticing is no longer work but play0

My youngest child, David, just seven, has been exposed 
to a great.deal of good music0 At no time has any attempt 
been made to have him start on any instrument c Two months 
ago he announced a positive desire to play the piano0 

Since that time he hurries through his dinner, bathes, 
dresses f or bed, and goes to the piano * This instrument is 
reserved for him for a solid hour* I make a; point of sit
ting, beside him guiding his entire practice. He is making 
phenomenal progress and seems to enjoy every minute he is 
at the keyboard 0 In his case, appreciation of the music 
he has heard previously has become an unconscious part of 
his background„ When sufficient mental development did . 
appear, the demand for positive musical education was spon
taneous o

Obviously, I must do everything I can to develop his 
technique without dulling the edge of his musical appetite* 
Consequently, I am having him play short," melodious pieces



in great number,, many of which' are familiar times to himc 
We pretend that many of these pieces are ^recital" numbers, 
and therefore he does not mind the repetitions needed to 
make the pieces letter^perfeot„ Care is lavished on the 
musicality of each piece = His sisters often accompany 
him on the violin and flute0 In that way all three chil
dren profit enormously without being aware of the fact that 
they are “working*1 at the development of proper rhythm and 
techniqueo As far as they are concerned it is all “play” 
and is so treated*

Children with neither training nor musical background 
present a challenge to the teacher in that they represent 
virgin t err it ory„ To instill a love and appreciation for 
music and to create a desire to learn in this ease is far 
more important than technique or note reading per se* This 
desire may be judiciously fostered by giving melodious and 
familiar tunes well within the student1s ability, no matter 
how limited, and correlated with his special interests 0- 

The highly imaginative child will enjoy and be more 
interested in program music* The dreamy, introspective 
type would be more likely to respond to the mood of a 
Brahmas “Lullaby” or the “Tfaumeri” type; one who loves 
to dance, to the polanise, mazurka, waltz, and rhapsody 
type* To one mathematically inclined, the regularity of 
construction will have greater appeal* Selections from the 
classic school (Bach, and so forth} should be studieds with
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emphasis on harmoiiie analysis6 To a child mechanically - 
inclined«, • development of t eohni.qne is more important 6

As soon as the child is able to play piecesy no matter 
how. simple/ he shonld play them for his fellow students at 
so-called f,student recitals 0 ”. Hearing other students play 
compositions that are more difficult than those he can play 
is an added incentive to practice so that he will be able 
to play as well as his friendso

An appeal must be made to the child?s sense of rhythm 
by methods and procedures outlined previously in Chapter 
VIIo The child’s natural curiosity must be kept aroused 
and encouragedo .Sight-reading of familiar melodies in very 
simple arrangements is particularly stimulating in this 
fieldo .Time should be taken also to analyze the composi
tion from a viewpoint of the mood and thought the composer 
is trying to.'conveyP - . ; ■

Differences in Individual Ability of Children"
; within a Personality Classification
These differences should receive due consider at ion <,'

The development of a work-play conversion for the superior 
child differs from that of a backward one* The former will 
not stop praotlcihg when a technical problem presents it
self 9 but will do what he can to Overcome that barrier and 
then continue the original direction of his practicing0 

Horn says: i
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. For the Mghly endowed, t M  transmission of ^

fixed, habitual ways.should be reduoed to a mini
mum; then a maxim of their education, both in 
method and in material, will be that we should-. * 
minimize aceepted, standardized, traditional, ;
fixed ways of aehieTing ends and, so far as pos
sible, throw these’ chiidren on their own re-sources c,7 ' ' .y ■ . ;

The superior child should have as little conventional teach
ing as possibleo The more he is released from routine and 
"put on his own,"the better the results0 He should be al
lowed , even encouraged, to express his preferences; and in 
the selection of material for study, his choice (under limits, 
of course} should be assigned0 These best loved pieces 
should be carefully studied, learned thoroughly, and com
mitted to memory= .Others which interest him less should be
learned to the point of accuracy in tempo with good rhythm, 
tone, phrasing, and pedaling» The superior child should 
have the attitude that scales are the source of the fabric 
used in music. Olga Stokowski, in her book The Layman’s 
Music Book, says:

Only if scales are regarded as the artistic 
material out of which the music of different 
civilizations is fashioned can they take their 
rightful place in our musical consciousness.
The superior child will consider difficult pieces a

challenge, He likes plenty of material, to practice at one
time, and diversity in books and pieces0 The child’s

7o Horn, do ho op, clto,ppo 1 2 6 - 1 2 7  o , ; %
8 0  Stokowski, Olga Samaroffo - The Layman’s Music Book,
: Po 5 0 c :7. ■ v-:7; ' : ■ ■ - . ,
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interest is not lessened during the period of technical de
velopment; quite the contrary, he takes pride in developing 
the needed technical skill0 Such skill is unusual and its 
achievement adds to the•child *s consciousness of being above

. the averageo . ; ' ' v.
The teacher must have great patience with the backward 

child who needs constant "pushing 0 i} Good results are not > • 
so apparent nor so quickly attained as with the superior 
childo The t eacher should - lavish praise on tasks even y

■ moderately well doneo The child should be given a feeling 
of accomplishment, necessitating assignment of lessons well 
within his technical abilityo The teacher should strive to

■ gain the student1s confidence, friendship, and respect„
: Again referring to Horn, we have the following statement:

'Whereas in the ease of the super-typical we 
must seek new ways for the development of the 
reasoning process, for the release from conven
tion, we need in the case of the sub-typical, 
most of all, that Well established educational 
procedure that is known as drill„9

All drill work, no matter how elementary, first of all 
should be musicalo The teacher should limit the amount of 
materialo Practicing,, countless repetition, can become 
very tiresome 4: variety and musical it y, which may be intro
duced by way of lyrics of the student’s own composition 
sung or read (as a ’’musical reading’’} to the tune and time

9o Horn, J0L 0 opo city, p. l42o - r" ' ■ "™-'-
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of the; "tiresome?* drill, create greater interest0 He should 
be encouraged to play it a tiny bit better each,time, al
ways in the direction of perfection0

In preparing backward students for a recital, I hate ; 
found that an ^activity-rest” plan is most satisfaetoryo 
I assign a composition for two weeks of intensive study, 
drop it completely for the next two weeks, and then resume 
the study of the composition for another two-week period, 
and so on0 ; '

The development of work-play conversion for self- 
reliant children presents no great pedagogical problems but 
does require great ingenuity on the teacher’s part and in
sight into the special needs of such an individuality*
The energetic, extroverted child, who must always be doing, 
something, should be given plenty to doo Definite tasks 
should be assigned such as: (a) If he is given a Chopin .
polonaise to study, -he should be told to look up the mean
ing of the word "polonaise* and report on it in his own 
words; he should be able not only to describe but to demon
strate the movements of the dance while the teacher plays 
it; (b| background interest material such as the biography 
of Chopin; (c) a short written e®say on the general char
acteristics of Chopin’s music; {d} a complete harmonic 
analysis consistent with his scope of knowledge0 He should 
be made to see and feel the mood of the composer= Be
cause this child as a rule does not worry about mistakes,.



the teacher needs to he alert and should demand a higher 
degree of efficiency in his performance= Tor this type 
especially* 'insist on regular practice hours„ When long 
intervals occur between practice periods ̂ children forget 
what they have learned previously and easily become disin- 
terestedo Daily routine practice is a ^must^ for learning 
and enjoyment of music.

The child who is ^afraid of himself9W the introvert 
type9 needs delicate handling0 He must.learn that music 
mechanics is of secondary importance but is essential to 
attaining the aesthetics 9 which is primarily important and 
also the source of real enjoyment. The teacher should in
sist that the student focus attention on result rather than 
on the practicing necessary to obtain that result. This 
child is afraid while taking a lesson, His parents probably 
are "stern," they may or may not sympathize with the idea 
of regarding practice as play. Some parents continually 
harp on the money paid and time wasted,-

These children, so lacking in self-confidence, through 
sheer discouragement frequently cease to progress when they 
reach a so-called plateau. From personal experience and 
from that of other teachers with whom I have discussed this 
matter, I have found that too often when the child reaches 
this:plateau stage, the parent thinks the child has gone as 
far as the particular teacher can take him, tTsually this 
is not the case0 The parent should be informed of this



”Qutgpowth,? arid,-,should be induced to be patient until the 
ehild’s interest is again aroused0

Great care must be used in the mterial ehosen0 The 
pieces must be well within the technical ability of the stu
dent; and only when the child has complete mastery of the 
composition should he be asked to perform it0 An audience 
can be introduced by easy stages. For instance,the next 
student might be asked to come in a little earlier so that 
the child performing has no feeling of any special situa
tion, Gradually as his audience is increased he. will de
velop self-confidence. The more he is drawn into the lime
light s the more poise he will.have, Every little success 
must be magnified into a great triumph!

It is my experience that a great deal of sight-reading 
develops confidence, as it offers the advantages of a wide 
knowledge of music literature, improvement In style sense, 
and increasing finger facility and control» At least one 
one number each day should be read by the child alone, with 
no help from mother or teacher,

I believe that the parent should supervise the prac
tice hour; especially so when the child is lacking in self- 
confidence, I often tell the parent that the music lesson 
takes only about one-half hour out of the week of 3 3 6  half-, 
hours, Ho teacher, however thorough, can;instill in one- 
half hour a week enough knowledge and enthusiasm to last 
at working power through the whole week. If a parent will
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keep vitally interested in each, step of the child’s progress, 
hot only, will it afford.both parent and child pleasure, but 
it also will give rich return for money spent on the child’s 
music lessohSo

The teacher should confer with the unsympathetic 
parento She should explain the importance of physical and 
mental relaxation and occasional praise0 The child should 
not be “driven” to the instrument0 If" parent and teacher 
have a common purpose and understanding of the child’s in
dividuality, many of the difficulties may be overcome* .

In many instances it is the music lesson that makes 
life tolerable for the introvert type= Tor him music is 
the best, perhaps the only, outlet for his pent-up feelingsc 
It lifts him to a higher plane; it furnishes an escape from 
a humdrum world, in which he is actually not a participant 
but a spectator, into a world of beauty where he may move 
at his own pace and feel at home0

The teacher cognizant of the lack of any musical talent 
in a child should emphasize ear-training, tonal quality, 
rhythm, and should give the child as much familiar music 
as possibleo Even though this child may not show any signs 
of becoming a very good performer, he should be given the 
chance to studyo As Eursell and Glenn say very aptly:

We must not judge musical talent merely on 
the basis of ability to perform^ A single per
formance may be no better as an index of mus- 
loality than a single coached recitation of a 
poem would be of literary feeling„ Children
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laeklrig 'in exequtant aiDllity or In creative 
• abilitymay still be entirely suitable sub

jects for music educationo This is true even 
with children who never show any signs of be
coming very good performers or creators of 
musico Such children may have a. real talent 
for loving music and a keen sensitiveness to 
it; and they may reap .immense benefit from . 
proper musical . opportunities o- The main em
phasis in music education should be upon ap
preciation o This emphasis should penetrate '
the work in performance, which should aim at 
musical sincerity and feeling rather than 
technical perfection.TO

Talent9 in its essence, is sensitivity to beauty* In every 
normal child there is some one thing that will bring the " 
"gleam to his eye18 and the "smile to his lips o" Whatever 
that thing Is should be used as the path of approach to 
his interesto For instance, a child may have no apparent 
talent for music but-is keen about clothes <» There is 
beauty in clothes, in the texture, the color, and the line. 
If the child’s imagination will respond to the aesthetic 
qualities in.clothes, it can be led imperceptibly to inter
est in the same qualities expressed in music. A minuet as 
a "costume piece" would be an obvious line of approach,,

This child should be encouraged to see moving pictures 
that are based on lives of famous composers, such as "The 
Bong of Norway" and "Song to Remember0" It is a known fact 
that more copies of Chopin’s "Polonaise" and Debussy’s 
"Glair de Lune" as played by Iturbi in "Music for the

10 o Mur sell, Joh, and G-lenn, M. op, oit., pp6 11-12.
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Millions" have been sold than any other number<> I have 
found it more beneficial to the child to learn- to play and 
love immortal themes s no matter how simplified 9. than the 
commonplace melodies of many another, tunester„ I sincerely 
hope that-we will have many other films which instill in
terest in and love for the classics*

With children of all ages and all types of background 
and all personalitiess the adult criticism always,should be 
positive, and not negative * We should not show a child what 
he has. done incorrectly by repeating the error made by the 
childs but should demonstrate the right way of playing it* 
Positive criticism gives the child assurance, whereas nega
tive criticism makes the "play" insecure, thus making a 
"work" situation*
\ • The building up of an integrated personality by the 
teacher is her reward for her efforts* The more students 
the teacher keeps interested and progressing in their,music 
studies, the more successful a pedagogue she is* One can 
reduce almost to a mathematical expression her degree of 
success: number of pupils continuing their work divided by
the number sufficiently discouraged to quit altogether* 
Obviously, the larger the quotient, the more successful is 
the teacher *
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Tkis thesis is an attempt tb prove that a work-play 
conversion applied as a pedagogical principle in the teach
ing of Misie to children between the ages' of eight and 
fourteen will be conducive to the advancement of the stu
dent f s enjoyment and interest in music * technical skill, 
understanding of the nature of music (manifestly the same 
as appreciation), increased artistic stature, and general 
culture* -i

The determinant of work versus play is attitude * The 
terms are defined and differentiated respectively as means 
to an end and an end inherent in itself* It is contended 
that such a conversion method in the teaching of music to 
.children furnishes the necessary stimuli to create and 
maintain interest; that it is adaptable to all types of 
children; that all types, regardless of background or per
sonality, should have musical instruction*

Recommendations for the application of this method have 
been made with reference to specific groups characterized 
according to age, background, training, ability, and per
sonality type * Recommendations are offered with due consid
eration for the differences in the psychological approach



to students 'izi eaeti./group according' to individual person
alities* .

The methods of study effecting the work-play conversion 
are detailed and related in application to the speeifie dif
ferences of the various group classifications0 In correlat
ing history with musical training, we have shown that Bach was 
the forerunner of our own epoch; that each succeeding.move
ment contributed to the evolution of music, making it an in
tegrated wholeo We are "deeply indebted to past ages for the 
comprehensiveness of form and expression and general aes
thetic .cultureo Wealth passes, ambitions fade, governments 
topple j, but the music remains the same throughout the ages = 
Dlemental emotions being universal, Beethoven’s music is 
as fresh and quaintly beautiful today as it was in his own 
t ime a ; /

The radio and phonograph reproductions bring good 
music within hearing of all people who, sitting at their own 
firesides, can enjoy the best that the world has to offer0 

To be able to appreciate it intelligently is a greater en
joyment 0 The music teacher to a large degree has made a 
definite contribution to the development of such intelli
gent appreciations Though the task be difficult, it is 
indeed a privilege to have instilled in the hearts of chil
dren joy and beauty through love of music»

The world of today is in turmoil, dissension, war0 

There is So much brutality in the hearts of men and too



little appreciation of the finer and more beautiful things 
of life, lie need more loveliness 5 more strength- of charac
ter a more tolerance of others3 more of "Peace on earth, good 
will to menScientific inventions and rapid communication 
necessitate a peaceful world;— $$Qne World08? To attain this we 
must have a better understanding of the nature 8 the aims of 
other peoples o The music of a nation expresses the f$heart8i' 
of a people| it is an indication of their genefal characteri 
-It can be " understood by all 5, enjoyed by all and , as such, . 
cbuld be a great unifying force in bringing, all nations of 
the world to a better understanding of each other0

The teacher of music can do her part to further this : 
endp She has been profoundly concerned with understanding 
the child— his desires, needs, interests. She has con
scientiously applied the methods best suited to produce the 
desired results» She has found that in creating a love for 
music in the childs he need no longer be limited by the re- . 
stricted character of his personal or national outlook on 
life| that a child sensitive to beauty, responds with re
markable fidelity to all beauty0 Through love of the beauti
ful, through appreciation of music, he can know and under
stand the great heart of peoples of all landsb

Were this realized by even one individual it, like a 
little leaven, would quicken the whole = from such a small 
beginning, great forces might be set in motion0 It may be



but mevStep ":on a diff ioult path, hut 
right directioho

Art knows no national barriers0
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